UVic Pride Collective Minutes  November 19 2015

QUORUM MET

1.
2.
3.
4.

Acknowledgement of the Territories
Safer Spaces Policy
Round of Names/Pronouns/Checkin
How Does a Collective Work

4. Updates
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)

Referendum campaigning has begun  please volunteer if able
Film festival update  UVSS will be paying for food and building attendant fees
Board update  Bill 41 has now become law
Youth caucus updte  meeting tomorrow. Meeting 4:30 on Tuesday or Thursday
next week also. Ask them to bring back meeting times later.
a.) They are making a request for food  $100 for food for meetings.
Approved by CONSENSUS
5.) Trans Day of Remembrance is happening tomorrow  there are events in town, we
are doing a small film festival, and outlaws is also doing stuff

5.) Reynolds Guest Speaker Request  Speakers Requesting for Parking
 Lux and Phoenix will be going to Reynolds to do classroom speeches. They are
requesting parking covered for the day to make those speeches.
DISCUSSION
 Parking is only $8.00 for the day  worth it to be able to talk to the kids in highschool
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Consensus. Pay for Lux and Phoenix’ parking

6.) Research Request



Two collective members in Social Justice Studies is doing a research project on queer
students and university counselling services. They will be presenting this research at the
Jamie Cassels Undergraduate Research Fair. Requesting that we help them do
outreach through our collective to find students to interview.

DISCUSSION
 Have privacy and confidentiality been considered? Yes, they’ve received ethics approval
 This sounds good
 Ultimately it will benefit members of our collective
 We can put a poster up and send through our networks.
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Consensus. Help with outreach for the research project.

7.) National Day of Remembrance and Action on Violence Against Women
 Pride has been invited to make a speech or facilitate an activity. Do we want to commit
to this?
DISCUSSION
 December 4th from 11:3012:30
 Event is in Vertigo
 Michelle (a collective member) is the MC for the event  event is hosted by EQHR
 We can at least commit to tabling and a presentation?
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Consensus. Pride to table and do a presentation.

8.) Binder Updates
 GC2B, one of the companies we get binders through, accidentally gave us a free code
on a bunch of resource orders. They gave us about a thousand dollars of free things.
They recently contacted us to let us know that this was a mistake, and they can no
longer do codes for us if we don’t do anything about the mistake… how do we move
forward?
DISCUSSION
 We should pay them back
 How about we offer to pay them ½ back now, and ½ back in the spring?
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION



Consensus. Pay ½ now and ½ in the spring semester.

9.) Music Video
 Let’s make a music video??
DISCUSSION
 Don’t like the look of professional videos
 Maybe do a short music video
 Someone from the youth group in Saanich has offered to help us do it.
 Green screen editing  collective members offer to do editing
 Is there capacity? It takes a long time
 Can d a shorter video if it is too much work
 Ask martlet and media to share it?
 Let’s try at least  start at 9am for filming this weekend
ACTION/MOTION/DECISION
 Consensus. Make a music video to support referendum.

Meeting Adjourned

